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Long Biography
Born & raised in Raleigh, North Carolina, Chelsea C. Williams is a visionary Workplace Strategist,
International Speaker, & Social Entrepreneur on a mission to touch, move, and inspire global leaders
and professionals.
Chelsea’s early interest in the intersections of business, psychology, and leadership led her to the field
of human capital. Over 10 dynamic years, Chelsea led & managed global people initiatives on Wall
Street interfacing executives, board of directors, and community leaders.
Today Chelsea advises global organizations in centering DE&I as a forethought, rather than an
afterthought. She is also the Founder & CEO of College Code, a national talent development &
retention firm supporting early stage professionals.
Chelsea is a thought leader on workplace inclusion & career navigation and has empowered over
10,000 across the globe through her programs. She has spoken at Ben & Jerry's, Penguin Random
House, Kate Spade, Johnson & Johnson, The Society of Human Resource Management, The National
Association of Colleges & Employers, and The Stanford Graduate School of Business.
Chelsea centers her life on the powerful words of the late Jackie Robinson, life is not a spectator sport.
She is deeply committed to living out the highest calling, service. Chelsea supports the Jackie
Robinson Foundation Alumni Association (in which she was a scholar) and the Tau Omega Chapter of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated.
Chelsea obtained her BA in Economics from Spelman College on full scholarship. She currently resides
in Atlanta, Georgia.

Short Biography
Chelsea C. Williams is deeply passionate about a more equitable & inclusive workplace. As a Workplace
Strategist, International Speaker, & the Founder & CEO of College Code, she supports national
organizations in centering DE&I is a forethought, rather than an afterthought.
Chelsea is a highly sought advisor to global organizations on talent attraction, development, and
retention, with a speciality in developing people managers and engaging early stage professionals.
She has spoken at Moodys, Hermès, The Society of Human Resource Management (SHRM), The
National Association of Colleges & Employers (NACE), and Big Brothers Big Sisters of NYC.
Prior to starting her business, Chelsea spent a decade on Wall Street managing & leading human
capital across the United States, Europe, and Asia.
Chelsea obtained her BA in Economics from Spelman College on full scholarship. She currently resides
in Atlanta, Georgia.

